Sittin’ Back Lovin’ You by Anne Murray

Album: Signature Series Vol. 1 (This Way IS My Way)          Easy Country
Choreo: Barbara M Cook (386) 290-5407          Time 2:01
http://sugarfootfamilycloggers.weebly.com

Start 8 Beat   Sequence as written

PART A (32 beats)
2 Outhouses, 2 Triple Kicks (fwd),
Push (back left angle), Push (back right angle),
2 Basics, Fancy Double

PART A (32 beats)
2 Outhouses, 2 Triple Kicks forward,
Push off (back left angle), Push off (back right angle),
2 Basics, Fancy Double

PART B (24 beats)
Push off (left & right), Charleston, Rocking Chair, 2 Potholes (left foot & right foot), Fancy Double

PART A (32 beats)
2 Outhouses, 2 Triple Kicks forward,
Push off (back left angle), Push off (back right angle),
2 Basics, Fancy Double

PART B (24 beats)
Push off (left & right), Charleston, Rocking Chair, 2 Potholes (left foot & right foot), Fancy Double

ENDING (48beats)
2 Outhouses, 2 Triple Kicks (forward), Push off (back left angle), Push off (back right angle)